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Abstract: This review of the tribocorrosion of coatings and surface modifications covers nearly
195 papers and reviews that have been published in the past 15 years, as compared to only 37 works
published up to 2007, which were the subject of a previous review published in 2007. It shows that the
research into the subject area is vibrant and growing, to cover emerging deposition, surface modifica-
tion and testing techniques as well as environmental influences and modelling developments. This
growth reflects the need for machines to operate in harsh environments coupled with requirements
for increased service life, lower running costs and improved safety factors. Research has also reacted
to the need for multifunctional coating surfaces as well as functionally graded systems with regard to
depth. The review covers a range of coating types designed for a wide range of potential applications.
The emerging technologies are seen to be molten-, solution-, PVD- and PEO-based coatings, with
CVD coatings being a less popular solution. There is a growing research interest in duplex surface
engineering and coating systems. Surface performance shows a strong playoff between wear, friction
and corrosion rates, often with antagonistic relationships and complicated interactions between
multiple mechanisms at different scale lengths within tribocorrosion contacts. The tribologically
induced stresses are seen to drive damage propagation and accelerate corrosion either within the
coating or at the coating coating–substrate interface. This places a focus on coating defect density.
The environment (such as pH, DO2, CO2, salinity and temperature) is also shown to have a strong
influence on tribocorrosion performance. Coating and surface modification solutions being developed
for tribocorrosion applications include a whole range of electrodeposited coatings, hard and tough
coatings and high-impedance coatings such as doped diamond-like carbon. Hybrid and multilayered
coatings are also being used to control damage penetration into the coating (to increase toughness)
and to manage stresses. A particular focus involves the combination of various treatment techniques.
The review also shows the importance of the microstructure, the active phases that are dissolved and
the critical role of surface films and their composition (oxide or passive) in tribocorrosion performance
which, although discovered for bulk materials, is equally applicable to coating performance. New
techniques show methods for revealing the response of surfaces to tribocorrosion (i.e., scanning
electrochemical microscopy). Modelling tribocorrosion has yet to embrace the full range of coatings
and the fact that some coatings/environments result in reduced wear and thus are antagonistic rather
than synergistic. The actual synergistic/antagonistic mechanisms are not well understood, making
them difficult to model.

Keywords: tribocorrosion; coatings; surface modification; synergistic effects; wear; corrosion;
modelling; experimental; harsh environments

1. Introduction and Signpost of Reviews

This review focuses on coating and surface modification solutions for applications
where tribocorrosion is present. Tribocorrosion can be described as a complex form of
material degradation that occurs when a material is exposed to a combination of mechanical
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wear and electrochemical corrosion in a tribological contact [1]. Since as far back as
1875, when Edison observed changes in the friction coefficient under different applied
potentials [2], it has been widely acknowledged that wear in chemically active environments
can differ significantly from wear caused by purely mechanical factors. Similarly, corrosion
rates can differ greatly under static, free-surface conditions compared to conditions in
which surfaces are also subjected to rubbing or abrasion [3]. The degradation of materials
in tribocorrosion is not simply the result of corrosion or wear acting independently but
rather involves a complex interaction between both mechanical and chemical factors, which
can either work synergistically or antagonistically.

Tribocorrosion therefore is the interaction between wear and corrosion simultane-
ously. While both temporal and spatial aspects are important, tribocorrosion is often a
marriage of not fully understood complex wear processes within the very precise field
of electrochemistry and corrosion science. For a comprehensive understanding of the
mechanisms and to explain the observed trends, it is essential to consider multiple fac-
tors; see Figure 1. These contributing factors are broadly classified into four categories:
(1) Mechanical and operational factors: This group encompasses mechanical attributes
such as the magnitude of forces, their velocities, the alignment of tribocorrosion, and the
geometric shape and size of the components. (2) Electrochemical factors: These include
variables such as electrical resistance, the potential applied to the system, and the growth
of protective or reactive films on the surface. (3) Surface and coating characteristics: This
category covers the material aspects of the system, including the roughness or textural
features of the surface, material hardness, and the nature of the wear particles produced.
(4) Environmental properties: This group accounts for the conditions of the solution in
contact with the material, including temperature, pH, viscosity, concentrations of dissolved
oxygen DO2 and carbon dioxide CO2, salinity, temperature, and electrical conductivity. An
in-depth understanding of these dynamic material properties provides further insights
into the resistance of materials to wear, facilitating a more detailed exploration of how
corrosion contributes to material degradation [4]. Experiments should monitor and report
on the key factors listed in Figure 1 (surface film, recovery, composition, environment,
friction and wear, microstructural changes both on the surface and subsurface, roughness
changes, occurrence of electrochemical reaction(s) and so on. This would allow a more
generic understanding across the very diverse set of coatings and surface modification
techniques being investigated.
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Research trends in tribocorrosion-resistant coatings from 2008 to 2023 were analyzed
using a literature survey conducted on the ‘Web of Science’ database, deploying ‘tribocor-
rosion’ as the targeted keyword within abstracts; this yielded a corpus of approximately
880 scholarly articles on this domain. A deeper insight into this extensive research arena
was achieved through a meticulous bibliographic coupling analysis, visualized in Figure 2.
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This analytical process, realized utilizing VOSviewer (with the set parameters of full
counting, a minimum threshold of 20 citations per document, and a selection of 30 key
documents), underscores three main sectors—bioengineering, fundamental studies, and
marine/offshore—as the primary focal points within the field of tribocorrosion studies.
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Figure 2. (a) Identified research clusters: an illustration generated via VOSviewer employing biblio-
graphic coupling for tribocorrosion. (b) Reported studies in the area of tribocorrosion (source: Web of
Science search results).

To tackle tribocorrosion effectively, a wide array of surface modification methods have
been devised and progressively improved over time. For a thorough exploration of thin-
film deposition techniques, readers may refer to a comprehensive review by Abegunde [5].
When selecting coating materials for tribocorrosion applications, it is important to consider
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factors such as wear resistance, corrosion resistance, friction, adhesion and compatibility
with the substrate material. Figure 3a illustrates a range of surface coating methods [6],
and Figure 3b displays various treatment techniques [6–8]. Figure 3c further details the
number of papers published on each technique over the years. It is evident that the period
from 2019–2023 witnessed a significant increase in publications, particularly in the realm
of PEO and PVD techniques. This suggests a growing interest in and preference towards
these methods in recent years.
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Wear corrosion interactions [9]:
Under wear corrosion (i.e., sliding or abrasive wear), total damage, T, is given by

T = W + C + S (1)

where W is the mass loss due to wear, C is the pure corrosion rate and S is the synergistic
term. Synergy is defined as ‘the difference between wear-corrosion and the summation of
its two parts’ and can be expressed by

S = T − (W + C) = ∆Cw + ∆Wc (2)
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Wear can mechanically strip the protective corrosion film, creating fresh (nascent)
reactive corrosion sites and producing wear-enhanced corrosion (∆Cw) [10]. The recovery
and inhibition of corrosion is dependent on the rate of repassivation/surface film regrowth
and the integrity of the film formed. Tribological stimuli can also change the microstructure
(grain refinement), phases (strain-induced transformations) and the integrity of surfaces
and subsurfaces (applied stresses induce cracking, for example). The other possible driving
mechanisms of ∆Cw are summarized here and include (i) local acidification, (ii) increased
mass transport of reactants, (iii) lowering the fatigue strength, (iv) anodic wear scars ca-
thodically polarizing the surrounding unworn surfaces [11] and (v) surface roughening [12].
Corrosion-enhanced wear mechanisms ∆Wc are also possible. The ∆Wc wear rate could be
due to (vi) the removal of work hardened surfaces [13], (vii) preferential corrosive attack
at grain boundaries [14], (viii) the increase in the number of stress concentration defects
resulting from micropitting and (ix) the detachment of plastically deformed flakes on the
metal surface due to stress corrosion cracking. Most of the above mechanisms, if dominant,
would be expected to lead to positive synergy [9].

Summary of reviews: López-Ortega discussed the evolution of test procedures and
standards for assessing the tribocorrosion of passive materials. The work emphasized the
adaptation and development of various electrochemical techniques and the importance of
understanding the tribocorrosion mechanisms through these methods. A gap identified
was the lack of a universal standard that addresses the complexities of tribocorrosion
mechanisms, particularly for active materials, which behave differently from passive
alloys [2].

The reviews by Mathew T. Mathew and Charlotte Skjöldebrand focused on the critical
role of tribocorrosion in biomedical applications, especially regarding implants. Mathew’s
work laid the foundation by highlighting the challenges in comprehending the complex
interactions at play and the absence of a standardized test apparatus. The reviews called
for an integrated approach to develop standardized testing methods that can accurately
simulate in vivo conditions. Furthermore, Mathew’s insights pointed to a gap in transla-
tional research, emphasizing the need for collaboration to translate laboratory findings
into clinical practice [4,15]. Skjöldebrand’s review complemented this by examining the
current status and potential of wear-resistant coatings for hip and knee implants. The
review identified the success of certain coatings, such as TiN and TiNbN, in improving
implant properties and reducing the risk of metal ion release and hypersensitivity reactions.
However, it also highlighted the critical issue of coating adhesion, which is paramount for
the longevity and functionality of implants. Skjöldebrand noted the limited follow-up times
and low revision rates, which present a challenge in assessing the long-term performance
of these coatings [16]. Additionally, a recent review by Puthillam also delved into the topic
of tribocorrosion in biomaterials and its control techniques [17].

The work of Wood provided insights into the tribocorrosion performance of marine
materials. The authors’ reviews pointed out the lack of understanding of the synergy
between mechanical wear and corrosion processes and the need for better prediction
models for marine systems. Wood’s papers suggested that further research is needed
to develop testing facilities with high data acquisition capabilities that can capture the
nuanced behaviors of materials under marine tribocorrosion conditions. A potential avenue
of further exploration could be to outline methodologies for spatial and temporal analysis
that can predict material performance in marine environments more accurately. One might
also consider evaluating the efficacy of different coating materials and technologies in
mitigating marine wear and tribocorrosion, such as the performance of nickel-aluminum
bronze in aggressive ocean environments [18,19].

This review presents a comprehensive overview of the advancements in coating
development for tribocorrosion resistance, offering a broad perspective that spans a variety
of application domains, from biomedical to marine environments. It serves as a signpost of
the recent progress and activities in coatings research, highlighting innovations, challenges,
and potential synergies across these diverse fields. While the review may touch on specific
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details, it aims to give an overview of trends in recent research, including emerging coating
deposition techniques, compositions, applications, testing and modelling.

The review has the following sections: introduction and drivers for research, coating
development, modelling, environmental effects, conclusions and remaining challenges.

2. Coating Development
2.1. Coating Techniques (Monolayers)
2.1.1. Molten Deposition

Monticelli looked at thermally sprayed ceramic coatings deposited on steel and ex-
posed to a 3.5% NaCl solution [20]. Coatings prepared by plasma spraying Cr2O3 and
Al2O3/13% TiO2 powders on a Ni-20Cr bond coat were studied. Due to high levels of poros-
ity, the substrate was not fully protected against corrosion; thus, further work is needed
to improve coating quality before being used in tribocorrosion conditions. The same au-
thor also looked at the tribocorrosion of PVD magnetron-deposited nanoscale multilayer
CrN/NbN coatings deposited on top of thermal spray coatings on steel in 3.5% NaCl solu-
tions [21]. The thermally sprayed coatings were HVOF WC–12Co and Cr3C2–37WC–18Me.
They found the PVD top coating offered better tribocorrosion performance of the system,
but the coatings degraded over time, and hence this benefit was lost.

Tribocorrosion wear rates of 6.5 × 10−6 mm3/(mN) for arc-sprayed AlFeSi metallic
glass coatings in 3.5% NaCl (pH 7) solutions reciprocating against 12.7 mm diameter
alumina balls under 15N load were reported by Yunyun Ge [22]. Figure 4 compares
the wear rates of various coatings under tribocorrosion conditions, as reported in the
literature [22–25]. Kuptsov looked at single-layer and multilayer Nb-doped TiC coatings
obtained by pulsed arc evaporation (PAE) and electro-spark deposition (ESD) in vacuum
and a hybrid approach of the two [26]. Tribocorrosion tests were conducted in air and 3.5%
NaCl solution. The single-layer PAE coating demonstrated improved performance and
oxidation resistance. The ESD sublayer in the PAE/ESD provided enhanced toughness and
increased thickness.
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HVOF WC-12Co, WC-10Co4Cr and WC-Cr3C2-7Ni coatings were studied in 3.5%
NaCl solution by Kai Hu [27]. The study found that the formation of the CoCr phase on
the surface reduced the dissolution of the Co matrix and was not easily removed, making
the WC-10Co4Cr coating the most tribocorrosion resistant. Rosanna Pileggi [28] studied
HVOF Cr3C2–NiCr cermet coatings and found a strong dependence of the coefficient of
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friction on the polarization potential, with a value of 0.28 when the system was under
cathodic conditions to a value of 0.11 when under anodic conditions. Rodrigues [29] looked
at HVOF Cr3C2-25(80Ni20Cr) in double-distilled de-aerated water, 3.5 wt% NaCl, 0.2 M
NaOH and 0.2 M H2SO4 solutions. The study found that the coating exhibited similar
resistance in distilled water, NaOH and NaCl solutions, while the coating showed improved
tribocorrosion resistance in H2SO4 solutions.

2.1.2. Vapor Deposition

A major deposition route for hard coatings with a thickness of a few to tens of microns
is through vapor methods such as Physical Vapor Deposition (PVD) or Chemical Vapor De-
position (CVD). These methods are widely used to improve the electrochemical and thermal
properties in the surface performance of various applications, including microelectronics,
cutting tools, automotive components and biomedical devices. Recent advancements in
hard thin-film coatings for tribocorrosion prevention have primarily focused on two main
categories: hard nitride coatings and amorphous carbon (a-C) coatings.

Transition metal nitride coatings, including TiN, CrN, TiCN, TiZrN and TiAlN, are
recognized for their hard nitride properties. In a study by Caha, TiN coatings were applied
to pure titanium. The impact of various deposition times on the coating performance was
analyzed in a 9 g/L NaCl solution maintained at body temperature. The findings indicated
that a prolonged deposition time of 80 min resulted in a thicker coating, enriching the
percentage of the Ti2N phase. This enhancement led to an increased resistance against
wear [30]. Merl looked at PVD TiAgN and TiSiN hard coatings for protecting stainless
steel for biomedical applications [31]. Cui’s studies compared the tribocorrosion perfor-
mance of TiN and TiZrN coatings on Ti-6Al-4V substrate. The TiN coating showed marked
chemical stability and an elevated H3/E2 ratio, enhancing its resistance to corrosion and
wear. The TiZrN coating had wear rates 40%–60% lower than TiN, highlighting the role
of zirconium in boosting the properties of the TiN coating [32,33]. Sáenz de Viteri found
that the TiCN coating provides excellent protection against tribocorrosion and fretting, as
a carbon-rich tribo layer is generated during the sliding process, thereby reducing fric-
tion [34]. Tijerina-Gonzalez found that coatings containing oxygen (AlTiON and AlCrON)
diminished the porosity and increased the hardness; however, these coatings exhibited
higher wear and more damage after tribological tests when compared to AlTiN and AlCrN
systems. They also suggest that there is no consistent relationship between the coating
hardness or roughness and their adhesion strength or coefficient of friction [35]. Other
types of coating including carbide coatings such as TiC, ZrC and TiNbC [36] have been
studied by Pana.

Amorphous carbon (a-C) coatings, also known as DLC coatings, have garnered consid-
erable attention since the late 20th century. They are recognized as exceptional protective
barriers with excellent hardness, reduced friction and wear, electrical insulation, chemical
stability, and biocompatibility [34]. Their proven efficacy in enhancing wear and corrosion
resistance has expanded their use, and therefore they play a crucial role in the management
of tribocorrosion in various applications [24,37–40].

It was reported by Oliveira that the corrosion resistance could be enhanced up to
59 times compared to the bare SS304 substrate with controlled hydrogen and carbon
contents [41]. E. Gracia-Escosa studied TiBxCy/a-C coatings deposited on AISI 316L steel
in an aqueous solution of 0.26 vol.% acetic acid, 0.16 vol.% peracetic acid and 0.18 vol.%
hydrogen peroxide [42]. The corrosion current density of the TiBxCy/a-C coating is in the
same range as bare steel but with a significantly decreased coefficient of friction (0.1 vs. 0.6)
and wear rate (~10 times lower).

Nonetheless, DLC coatings have their own challenges. Hydrogen-free and low-Cr-
doped hydrogenated diamond-like carbon (DLC) films on AZ91DMg alloy were studied
by Xue-Jun Cui et al., but the results show severe tribocorrosion of the substrate in NaCl
solutions; hence, more work is needed to improve coating quality. Wu looked at Cr-doped
diamond-like carbon (Cr-DLC) sliding against different counterparts in hydrochloric acid
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(HCl); the Cr-DLC film sliding against tetrahedral amorphous carbon (ta-C) showed the
best tribological performance [43]. The prevalent high internal stresses and adhesion
issues when applied to softer substrates significantly hinder their widespread adoption.
Depositing ultrahard coatings on softer substrates can lead to mechanical and chemical
property mismatches between the coating and substate, resulting in high intrinsic stresses
and poor adhesion. An additional concern is the presence of defects through the coating
thickness [24,44].

To address these challenges, the introduction of metallic elements (Si or N) into the
DLC matrix has been explored. This approach involves the formation of a composite
structure where metal or metal carbide grains are embedded within an amorphous carbon
matrix, effectively mitigating the internal stresses. Subsequent studies have furthered the
understanding of DLC coatings. Sun looked at diamond-like carbon (DLC) films with
various nitrogen content deposited on TC4 titanium alloys using plasma-enhanced chemical
vapor deposition (PECVD) [45]. The effects of the nitrogen content on the tribocorrosion
properties in Hanks’ solution show that the doped nitrogen induced the formation of new
sp2 sites and generated graphitization in the doped DLC film. The tribocorrosion resistance
of the doped DLC film was improved due to the increased adhesion strength and prevented
ionic solution permeation. Cui investigated the tribocorrosion properties of a PECVD-
deposited multilayer diamond-like carbon (DLC) film doped with Si in NaCl solution [46]
and reported lower wear rate in NaCl solution compared to the substrate and a single-layer
DLC film. Corrosion and tribocorrosion behavior of super-thick Si-doped diamond-like
carbon films deposited by plane hollow cathode PECVD on stainless steel in NaCl solution
is reported by Jibin Pu [47]. Three kinds of DLC films with different thickness (4–21 µm) and
modulation periods (3–7) were deposited on stainless steel. The tribocorrosion behavior
was evaluated in 3.5 wt% NaCl solution using a ball-on-flat tribometer. The life of the film
was increased with an increase in thickness, and the tribocorrosion resistance was impacted
by the modulation period of the DLC films. The best tribocorrosion resistance of the DLC
film was observed with a thickness of 21µm and using 7 periods.

In a comparative study, Wang and colleagues carefully compared the performance of
transition metal nitride coatings and amorphous carbon (a-C) coatings in simulated body
fluids (SBFs) [48]. The coatings were deposited on tungsten carbide (WC) discs with a
cobalt content of 8.0 at.%, and tribological tests were performed using a pin-on-disc ring
against an alumina (Al2O3) ball of 8 mm. After a sliding distance of 1000 m, the wear track
depths and widths on the coatings were analyzed and compared, as illustrated in Figure 5a.
The depths of the wear tracks for the TiAlN, a-C:H and TiN coatings were significantly
deep, measuring 2.5 mm, 3 mm and 1 mm, respectively, which exceeded the thicknesses of
the films. In stark contrast, the CrN coating’s wear track depth was only 0.6 mm, remaining
below the film’s thickness. The widths of the wear tracks also mirrored the depth trends,
with the TiAlN coating exhibiting the widest track at 0.56 mm, and the CrN coating the
narrowest at 0.18 mm. Notably, the edges of the a-C:H coating’s wear track, highlighted by
red frames in Figure 5a, appeared remarkably neat and well-defined compared to the others,
which may be indicative of complete delamination under the contact stress experienced
during the test. This phenomenon contributed to the high wear rate observed for the a-C:H
coating, yet interestingly, the delaminated particles from this coating might have acted as a
self-lubricating layer, which is suggested by the relatively low friction coefficient of 0.372.

The further electrochemical analysis depicted in Figure 5b shows that the a-C:H coating
displayed the largest capacitive resistance arc in the Nyquist plots, followed by the CrN
coating, while the TiAlN coating showed the smallest one. This suggests that the a-C:H
coating has a superior ability to resist corrosion in SBFs compared to the other coatings
tested. The larger capacitive arc indicates a higher resistance to charge transfer, which
could be due to the formation of a more protective passive layer on the a-C:H coating in
the corrosive environment of the SBFs.
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Another group of coatings being studied are based on the high-performing refractory
high-entropy alloys (HEAs). Four BCC-structured VNbMoTaW and VNbMoTaWCr high-
entropy alloy coatings with different Cr contents on 304 stainless steel (304SS) using
pulsed DC magnetron sputtering were studied by Luo [49]. Tribocorrosion tests using
immersion in a 3.5 wt% NaCl aqueous solution at room temperature under 1 N load and a
pin-on-disk tribometer were conducted. Coatings with more than 24.7 at.% Cr exhibited
a high hardness range of 16.4 to 16.5 GPa and superior corrosion resistance, both in
isolated corrosion and tribocorrosion conditions. The tribocorrosion behavior, particularly
at potentials exceeding the breakdown potential, was significantly affected by the protection
degradation ratio (Pdr), which is the ratio of polarization resistance in pure corrosion
versus tribocorrosion. The lowest recorded wear rate was 2.55 × 10−5 mm3N−1m−1 for
the coating with 11.65 at.% Cr, which showed a performance 1.4 times better than that of
304 stainless steel (304SS) under similar conditions.

2.1.3. Deposition from Solutions

Different coatings on a variety of substrates have been deposited by solution tech-
niques for enhanced tribocorrosion protection. In [50], Taşdemir looked at different concen-
trations of polyurethane and polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) blends applied to AISI 316L stain-
less steel using a dip-coating method. They found that coatings containing up to 25% PVP
protected the substrate surface under tribocorrosion conditions induced by reciprocating
sliding in a NaCl solution. Ref. [51] looked at sprayed coatings of Si3N4@MoS2 core–shell
structures and found an enhanced tribocorrosion resistance of the epoxy resin/polyacrylate
interpenetrating polymer network organic matrix.

A range of Ni-based coatings have been investigated. In [52], the tribological behavior
of electroplated functionally graded nickel–Al2O3 nanocomposite coatings produced at
different duty cycles in 3.5%wt NaCl solution was investigated. The results show that by
decreasing the duty cycle, the width of the wear track decreased due to more particles being
incorporated into the coating, changing from a (001) structure to a compact random texture.
Although the corrosion resistance decreased by increasing the embedded particles, the
increased hardness and compact structure of the coating resulted in better tribocorrosion
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properties. A change in the wear mechanism was also seen from adhesive wear for coatings
plated at a high duty cycle to the abrasive wear for coatings deposited at a lower duty cycle.

The tribocorrosion of electrodeposited Ni/B coatings was investigated by R. Offoiach [53].
The author found that Ni/B coatings with 0.1 wt% of B are not protective against tribocor-
rosion due to the presence of cracks in the coating; however, crack-free Ni/B coatings with
0.04 wt% and 0.06 wt% of B show good tribocorrosion behavior with respect to pure Ni
coatings. This improved performance is thought to be due to their higher hardness.

The tribocorrosion behavior of the electrodeposited Ni–W coating using a ring-on-
block tester was reported by Lee, H.B. [54]. The study reports that columnar grains were
embedded with a lamellar and nanocrystalline microstructure in the deposited coatings.
The results showed that the wear rate increased as the applied overpotential increased
and the surface W-content increased, but the coefficient of friction decreased. XPS analysis
determined the surface corrosion film was composed of Ni(OH)2, NiO and WO3. The
formation of this porous corrosion film at high overpotential was found to cause an accel-
erated mass loss under tribocorrosion. The tribocorrosion resistance of electrodeposited
Ni–Co nanocrystalline coatings in NaOH solution was investigated by Hassani [55]. The
author found that adding saccharin into the bath produced a reduced grain size, increased
hardness, a change in texture from (2 0 0) to (1 1 1), reduced surface roughness, increased
corrosion resistance and improved tribocorrosion behavior.

The tribocorrosion behavior of heat-treated NiP–SiC composite coatings with low
particle concentrations was found to be similar to that of NiP coatings. However, for
coatings with higher particle concentrations (NiPSiC80 and NiPSC200), the electrochemical
properties were compromised, but they had improved wear resistance compared to lower
concentrations [56].

Benea, L. studied the tribocorrosion behavior of microstructured ZrO2–Ni composite
coatings using a pin-on-disc in 0.5 M K2SO4 solution [57]. The enhanced tribocorrosion
properties of ZrO2–Ni composite coatings were due to ZrO2 particle dispersion into the
nickel matrix, leading to structural improvements and strengthening effects.

Lee Chun-Ying studied electroplated Ni-Mo coatings using a block-on-ring config-
uration immersed in 5 wt% NaCl solution [58]. Mass loss was increased with applied
anodic potential, and minimum coefficient of friction was obtained due to the oxide film.
The synergetic effect between wear and corrosion was less significant compared to other
Ni-alloys (such as Ni-P, Ni-W and Ni-W-P).

The fretting and wear behavior of Ni/nano-WC composite coatings on stainless steel
was studied under dry and wet conditions in [59]. The studies were performed on a ball-
on-disk tribometer to simulate the primary water circuit of Pressurized Water Reactors
(PWRs), and the results showed that Ni/nano-WC composite coatings displayed a low
friction coefficient, high nanohardness, and superior wear resistance compared to pure
Ni coatings.

Electrodeposited cobalt–tungsten alloy coatings with a mixed amorphous/nanocrystalline
structure were studied by N. Fathollahzade and K. Raeissi [60]. However, they reported
that during wear at open circuit potential (OCP), the potential continuously increased to
nobler values and then remained at high values even after the end of rubbing. Under anodic
polarization, rubbing caused a sharp increase in current density. However, at the end of
rubbing, it returned to the initial value. They suggest that mass transport, depassivation,
cracking and structure variation played major roles in determining the poor tribocorrosion
behavior of the coating.

Nickel oxide nanoparticles ranging from 50 nm to 220 nm were embedded into Ni-P
electroless coatings to create a NiO@Ni-P nanoparticle-reinforced composite coating on
a brass substrate by Mohammad Reza Rajabi [61]. The study found that increasing the
percentage of NiO-NPs in the coating enhances the corrosion and tribocorrosion resistance
of the coatings.

A. Salicio-Paz looked at the impact of the multilayer approach on the tribocorrosion be-
havior of nanocrystalline electroless nickel coatings [62]. The multilayer coatings exhibited
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an enhanced tribocorrosion resistance due to the load bearing ability compared to mono-
layered ones. Ultrasound-assisted Ni-B coatings have been shown to have tribocorrosion
behavior similar to or better than pure Ni coatings [63]. F. Tabatabaei studied the effect of
heat treatment on the tribocorrosion of nanostructure Ni–P coatings [64]. High-phosphorus
Ni–P coatings were deposited on mild steel and then isothermally heat-treated. Tribocorro-
sion tests conducted in 3.5 wt-%NaCl solution showed that the maximum tribocorrosion
resistance and minimum coefficient of friction was obtained for heat-treated Ni–P coatings
at 600 ◦C.

The tribocorrosion performance of chemically bonded phosphate ceramic coatings
(CBPCCs) with different aluminum phosphate (AP) concentrations was studied in [65]. The
coating with 35% AP demonstrated the lowest tribocorrosion material loss. The presence
of AP improved wear resistance, and the AlPO4-coated alumina particles in the coatings
enhanced the overall tribocorrosion resistance by altering electrolyte movement during
wear and corrosion.

The tribocorrosion protection of Ti-6Al-4V by a composite coating with a plasma
electrolytic oxidation layer and sol-gel layer filled with graphene oxide (GO) was reported
by Tianlu Li [66]. The addition of GO was seen to improve the tribocorrosion resistance of
the PEO/sol-gel film, reducing the wear and acting as a solid lubricant to prevent corrosion
in the friction process. Similarly, Bian Da’s study shows enhanced tribocorrosion protection
from chemically bonded phosphate ceramic coatings (CBPCCs) with added GO-ZnO. The
GO-ZnO blocked the electrolyte diffusion pathway, increasing corrosion resistance [67].

While substantial potential is seen in the use of hard coatings, it has also been widely
noted that the existence of pores or cracks within such coatings can facilitate the diffusion
of corrosive ions, leading to coating failure [68]. Delamination of these single-layered
coatings may occur due to the significant hardness difference between the hard coating
and soft substrates, which leads to subsequent exposure of the substrate to the electrolyte,
significantly decreasing the impedance [40]. Challenges related to the adhesion between
the coating and substrate, as well as delamination, remain significant failure mechanisms
limiting the use of coatings in vivo. Various clinical case reports indicate that the micro-
moving surfaces of recovered TiN-coated joint prostheses used for more than five years’
experience spallation and flaking [69]. Consequently, researchers have invested efforts into
developing multilayered coatings and duplex treatment processes, recognizing that the
interlayer could crucially influence tribocorrosion behavior.

Duplex (thin-on-thick) coating systems formed by thin CrN or DLC layers that are
sputter-deposited on top of thick HVOF-deposited Fe3Al layers on 304-type stainless steel
substrates were studied by Fabrice Pougoum [70]. The tribocorrosion experiments confirm
that addition of DLC and CrN layers is particularly beneficial when the duplex system
is subjected to wear tests during cathodic polarization. However, in the anodic regime,
defects formed at the surface are detrimental, as the electrolyte infiltrates the top layer
and causes the dissolution of the Fe3Al interlayer. Kovacı looked at the tribocorrosion
properties of duplex surface treatments consisting of plasma nitriding and DLC coating [71].
The effect of damage caused by the synergistic effect of corrosion and wear mechanisms
was reduced by the two basic coating parameters of temperature and time. The 600 ◦C
4 h + DLC coating exhibited the best tribocorrosion resistance. Bayón studied the effect of
repassivation on the tribocorrosion performance of two types of multilayer coatings: one
with alternating Cr and CrN layers, and another with layers of CrN and ZrN [72]. The study
found that while the friction force does not directly affect tribocorrosion, wear processes
do. A phenomenological model for the repassivation of these coatings was established,
which correlates the rate of mechanical activation caused by friction with the behavior of
the open-circuit potential.

Numerous multilayered coatings for biomedical applications have been proposed
in the literature. One strategy aims to further enhance the coating hardness and address
single layer defects. Bai’s research demonstrated that the incorporation of Ta- or Ti-doped
multilayered structures onto Ti-6Al-4V alloy enhances the tribocorrosion resistance of a-C
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films, providing them with improved wear and corrosion resistance compared to both the
single-layered a-C film and Ti-6Al-4V [73]. Comakli investigated the surface hardness of a
TiN/TiAlN multilayer and found that the maximum hardness was reached for TiN/TiAlN
multilayer-coated samples [74]. Caha’s research determined that, although the TiN coating
did not enhance the tribocorrosion resistance of Ti-12Nb alloy due to the coating delaminat-
ing, applying a ZnO layer on top of the TiN coatings significantly improved performance by
increasing microhardness and providing a robust physical barrier [75]. CrN and CoCrMo
carbon S-phase layers were systematically studied by Bertram Mallia’s group [76–78].
Among these, CrN/S coatings on 316L demonstrated remarkable tribocorrosion resistance,
attributed to their high hardness and substrate adhesion.

Another approach is to use a combination of the hard and brittle nitride coatings,
with a softer metal (Cr, Ti, Ta and Zr) as an interlayer, which is recommended to manage
interfacial stress and to avoid crack growth. The use of Ti/TiN was studied by Naghibi [79]
and Zhao [80]. Zhao showed that the tribocorrosion resistance of multilayered coatings
was increased approximately two times compared with the single-layered TiN coating.
Recently, the study by Beliardouh applying (Ta/ZrN)n on Ti-6Al-4V evidenced that the
synergistic effect leads to complete deterioration of the multilayer coating. The coating’s
architectural thickness design is critical (see Figure 6), and the elasto-plastic properties of
the adjacent surfaces are a key factor in the wear mechanism [81].
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Recently, duplex layered coatings, which encompass a hybrid technique involving an
initial thermo-chemical treatment (such as oxidation, nitriding or carburizing) followed by
a subsequent film deposition process, have attracted substantial research attention. Frutos
looked at nitrogen diffusion layers, achieving a thickness of up to 12 µm, followed by the
application of a CrN coating through PVD. The findings reveal a substantial enhancement
in surface hardness, increasing it by a factor of 5.5, while also exhibiting a marked reduction
in both pitting susceptibility and wear volume loss compared to untreated counterparts [82].
Zhao evaluated the effects of plasma nitriding and DLC surface modifications on three
different substrates, discovering that nitrided SS316 and CoCrMo negatively impact tri-
bocorrosion performance, while plasma nitriding on pure Ti produces a thick, dense and
homogeneous TiN layer similar to the DLC coating [83]. Conversely, Uzun found that
a duplex surface-treated sample on SS316 improves performance instead of exhibiting
negative effects [84]. Grabarczyk studied the effects of oxidation or carburizing prior to the
DLC coating deposition on Ti-6Al-4V, indicating that a two-step modification of oxidation
followed by DLC coating yielded optimal outcomes [85]. In general, the adequate com-
bination of thermo-chemical treatment and coating deposition can significantly improve
tribological and corrosion properties, while the parameters set for the treatment process
determine the resulting phases and further impact the final performance.

PEO, or Plasma Electrolytic Oxidation, has emerged as a significant topic of research
and industrial application, particularly gaining momentum from the 2010s onward. This
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process, used to create oxide coatings on lightweight metals such as aluminum, titanium,
and magnesium, generates enhanced wear resistance, improved corrosion resistance and
increased surface hardness. These coatings have been found to promote bone ingrowth
and ensure stable implant fixation, marking them as crucial developments for biomedical
implant materials. Creating a thin organic/inorganic layer on a PEO coating is an attractive
method and has been considered by many researchers. A comprehensive study by A.
López-Ortega using PEO demonstrated the potential for creating ceramic-like oxide layers
on titanium alloys, enhancing wear-corrosion resistance and cell adherence, which are
crucial for successful osteointegration. These layers were modified with various elements
to enhance osteointegration and provide antibacterial properties [86]. A series of composite
coatings were developed on Mg alloys and Zr alloys to enhance their properties.

Table 1 summarizes the characteristics and preparation methods of these coatings,
showcasing a range of approaches and their effectiveness as determined through
various tests.

In addition to the advancements in Plasma Electrolytic Oxidation (PEO), the boriding
process emerges as another notable surface modification technique. Specifically, TiB2 + TiB
coatings were formed on Ti–6Al–4V through a molten-salt diffusional process at temper-
atures of 850 ◦C and 900 ◦C for 16 h by Rahmatian [87]. The research highlights that at
a higher temperature of 900 ◦C, the TiB layer’s thickness increases significantly, enhanc-
ing the material’s wear resistance. This process results in a substantial decrease in the
tribocorrosion rate, demonstrating a 98% reduction compared to uncoated Ti–6Al–4V after
enduring 36,000 cycles of sliding under a 15 N load. However, the borided layers applied
at 850 ◦C showed complete wear, indicating the critical role of temperature in this process.

Another surface modification method is laser shock peening (LSP). A Ti40Zr25Ni3Cu12Be20
bulk metallic glass (BMG) was treated by laser shock peening 1, 2 and 30 times, leading to
internal structural changes and the generation of free volume [88]. This process improved
the BMG’s plasticity and crack resistance and increased its surface microhardness. The
average tribocorrosion volume loss rate of the LSP specimen decreased by approximately
11%. However, excessive LSP caused increased surface roughness (552.9 nm), which made
the surface more prone to pitting and reduced its tribocorrosion resistance.

Table 1. Summary of research on PEO techniques applied to Mg and Zr alloys.

Substrate Tech Solution Test Findings Ref.

AZ31B Mg
alloy

PEO with
pullulan SBF EIS, OCP,

PDP

An optimal pullulan concentration is determined in the
silicate-based electrolyte solution for achieving the best

anti-corrosion properties in the PEO-treated alloys.
Specifically, the corrosion resistance improved as the
pullulan concentration increased from 0 to 1.0 g/L.

[89]

AZ31B Mg
alloy PEO + CS dip SBF EIS, OCP,

PDP

The PEO-treated AZ31B Mg alloy is porous and has
multiple micro-cracks. Using hydrothermal treatment

(HT) leads to the precipitation of Mg(OH)2 crystals over
the PEO sample. When a chitosan (CS) layer was

applied on top of these treated samples, it effectively
sealed the pores and cracks. As a result, the

combination of PEO, HT and CS coatings significantly
enhanced the corrosion resistance of the Mg alloy, as
evidenced by the order of anti-corrosion properties:

PEO/HT/CS > PEO/CS > PEO/ HT > PEO > substrate.

[90]

Zr-2.5 Nb
alloy

PEO
(ZrO2-Al2O3) PBS EIS, OCP

The main wear mechanism for the uncoated Zr-2.5 Nb
alloy substrate was identified as adhesion, with wear

particles adhering to the surface locally. In contrast, for
the coated surfaces, delamination was the predominant
wear mechanism, signifying a significant improvement

in wear resistance for the coatings.

[91]
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Table 1. Cont.

Substrate Tech Solution Test Findings Ref.

AZ31B Mg
alloy

PEO with
multi-walled

carbon
nanotubes

SBF OCP, PDP

The presence of MWCNTs induced the formation of
Mg2SiO4 in the coating, in addition to the already

existing MgO. The reinforcement with MWCNTs led to
a 15% reduction in the coefficient of friction and

decreased wear-related damage by 60%. Moreover, the
corrosion resistance of the coating was enhanced,

especially against pitting corrosion.

[92]

AZ31B Mg
alloy

MAO Ca/P
coating SBF EIS, OCP,

PDP

The magnesium alloy, when treated with ultrasonic cold
forging technology (UCFT) followed by micro-arc
oxidation (MAO) containing calcium phosphate,

demonstrated superior tribocorrosion resistance. When
friction was applied to the samples, there was a

significant increase in corrosion.

[93]

AZ31B Mg
alloy

Si,
Si + P,
Si + B

SBF EIS, OCP,
PDP

The microstructure and surface morphology of the
MAO coatings were found to be similar, with all having
an outer porous layer and an inner dense layer. Among
the various coatings, the one produced with both Si and

B (Si + B) in the electrolyte was the thickest and
exhibited the highest hardness.

[94]

3. Modelling

Modelling tribocorrosion requires mechanical wear and electrochemical corrosion
components, and their interaction creates a synergy or antagonism between the two pro-
cesses; see previous sections on wear-corrosion interactions. Thus, modelling needs a way
to accommodate surface damage, the removal of protective surface films and the rate of
regrowth. Modelling synergy/antagonism between wear and electrochemical processes al-
lows prediction of the total surface removal. Synergy has a ∆Wc (corrosion-enhanced wear)
and a ∆CW (wear-enhanced corrosion) component. Recent modelling and mapping papers
that address tribocorrosion are shown in Table 2. As can be seen, many papers look at passi-
vating metals and use finite element models (BEM/FEM), or look at affected areas (galvanic
model) of sliding and use a form of the Archard wear law and mechanically (wear) acceler-
ated corrosion/electrochemical equations (i.e., Tafel, Landolt, Mott–Schottky and Faraday’s
equations) or COMSOL for current density modelling, to predict the tribocorrosion loss
from the surface [95–103]. For instance, one study compared the tribo-electrochemical
Open Circuit Potential (OCP) experimental curve with mathematical simulations for Stellite
samples in 0.5 M H2SO4; see Figure 7. Landolt’s wear-enhanced corrosion model, which
incorporates the repeated removal of the passive film within the contact area, is depicted
in Figure 8 [104]. One model combines this with a lubrication model; see Figure 9 [105].
Distribution of the current density of electrolytes on various electrodes is calculated and
presented by Miyabe [106]; see Figure 10. Care should be taken when using Faraday’s
law to convert current into volume loss, considering the exact electrochemical reactions
occurring and the number of electrons being transferred. Other models look at passive
metals undergoing plastic deformation at asperity scales that accommodate micro-shearing
and low cycle fatigue. Depassivation at asperity contacts can be summed to model quantifi-
cation of total corrosion current. More advanced modelling for cycle loading effects seeks
to model the interaction of applied fatigue and tensile stresses, based on corrosion fatigue
(CF) and stress corrosion cracking (SCC) mechanisms [107,108]. One paper uses DFT to
look at the origins of corrosion [109].
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One model uses the kinetics for interface-limited film growth to find analytical expres-
sions for the current transients, including the conductivity and pH of the electrolyte as well
as the contribution from the confined geometry within the mechanical contact [110,111].
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The corrosion-enhanced wear aspects of synergy were not modelled until recently, when
a deterministic model calculated the corrosion-enhanced wear (∆Wc) and proposed that
changes in the topography are responsible for this synergistic effect [103,112]. Only one
paper was found that models the tribocorrosion of coatings [109]. Tribocorrosion mapping
using machine learning is reported in [113–116], which use experimental data to predict
regimes of degradation; see Figures 11–13. The low-cycle micro-fatigue wear affected by
corrosion was modelled by Jiang [117]; see Figure 14.
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The modelling of tribocorrosion has yet to embrace the full range of coatings and the
fact that some coatings/environments result in reduced wear and thus are antagonistic
rather than synergistic. The actual synergistic/antagonistic mechanisms are not well under-
stood, making modelling difficult; these need to be fully understood to enable modelling to
advance. However, models developed for bulk surfaces, as discussed above, are applicable
but are themselves still under development. Other areas that need to be included are the
role of debris in the contact, temperature/flash temperatures, areal roughness evolution,
the chemistry of oxides and corrosion reactions, complete and partial film removal and
growth rates, porosity and defects, microstructural and compositional evolution, selective
phase corrosion attack, environmental changes in the interface, strain hardening/phase
transformations, material transfer between mating surfaces, the porosity of coatings and
subsequent permeation of electrolytes to the coating–substrate interface, interfacial corro-
sion/cathodic disbondment, galvanic coating–substrate interactions, the role of corrosion
products, and intrinsic residual and surface stresses. Table 2 shows the papers with a focus
on modelling tribocorrosion and the approaches they have taken. Although few focus
on coatings, the bulk surface models show a way forward and demonstrate the coupling
between mechanical and electrochemical approaches and the platforms (e.g., FEM, multi-
physics, machine learning/neural networks) needed for modelling coatings. Examples of
the different contact scales and approaches are given in Figures 7–14.

Table 2. Modelling summary.

Model Technique Validation Ref.

Wear maps

Rough asperities are represented as a system of
adjacent cuboids. Each cuboid refers to one asperity

to explore levels of deformation and stress. Two
mechanisms of asperity wear are considered:

micro-shearing and low cycle fatigue.

Repassivation of AISI
304 steel in a 0.5 M
solution of H2SO4

[114]

Modelling the evolution of
the electrochemical

current in the
potentiostatic condition
using an asperity-scale
model of tribocorrosion

This is an asperity-scale electrochemical model
coupled to a computational contact mechanics

solution. It models the real-time evolution of surface
topography, wear and corrosion.

The model determines the
micro-scale current, and
the summation of these

currents defines the
macro-scale quantity of

the current.
This model was validated
with experiments using a
ball-on-plate tribometer.

[103]
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Table 2. Cont.

Model Technique Validation Ref.

A New Asperity-Scale
Mechanistic Model of
Tribocorrosive Wear:
Synergistic Effects of

Mechanical Wear
and Corrosion

A corrosive wear model is considered at the asperity
scale and coupled with a traditional Archard-type

mechanical wear model. The geometry of the
surface asperities is modified in a contact mechanics

model. This deterministic model calculates the
corrosion-enhanced wear.

This work studied
CoCrMo as the working
electrode (WE) and the

Si3N4 ball as the counter
body in a reciprocating

configuration.
Contributions of total
mechanical wear and
corrosion suggest that

wear-enhanced corrosion
was a significant

contribution in the overall
degradation of
the material.

[112]

Predictive wear model
based on a mechanistic

approach of tribocorrosion
and lubrication and taking

into account clinically
relevant parameters such
as normal load, velocity

and clearance

Passive metals are considered that allow for plastic
deformation at asperity contacts, combining

mechanical wear (Archard’s law), chemical wear
(wear-accelerated corrosion) and

hydrodynamic lubrication.

Good agreement with
wear rates observed in

tribometers and the
running-in wear rate of

artificial hip joints tested
in simulators

[105]

Time dependence of the
material degradation

mechanisms
BEM/Archard AISI316L in

a 3% NaCl solution [95]

Tribocorrosion
mechanisms of

NiCrMo-625alloy:
electrochemical modelling

Archard plus electrochemical model Experimentally validated [96]

Hip joint stem
interface modelling

An adaptive finite-element-based model using a
combination of Landolt’s passive film equation and

Faraday’s law, in parallel with Archard’s wear
model to simulate fretting corrosion

This model was able to
predict the damage

pattern at the retrieved
head–neck interface.

[104]

Finite element-based
simulation of

tribocorrosion at the
head–neck junction of

hip implants

Finite element (FE) model for the head–neck
junction of hip implants. Archard wear equation and

Maldonado electrochemical model used [118]

The FE-predicted wear
patterns were comparable

with those observed in
retrieved tapers.

[98]

In situ determinations of
the wear surfaces,

volumes and kinetics of
repassivation:

contribution to the
understanding of the

tribocorrosion behavior of
a ferritic stainless steel at

various pH levels

Wear model using Archard’s law; however, a
non-linear dependence of Archard’s coefficient with

pH is seen. The role of pH in influencing the film
regrowth kinetics is shown.

The film reactivity
depends on pH;
tribocorrosion

experiments were
performed on ferritic

stainless steels in sulphate
solution (pH 1.5, 6.5

or 12.5).

[103]

Electrochemical
Simulation of the Current
and Potential Response in

Sliding Tribocorrosion

Combined Tafel, galvanic (wear/surrounding area)
and Archard equations

Excellent agreement of
experimental wear data

and the experimental
OCP curves

[99]
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Table 2. Cont.

Model Technique Validation Ref.

Area-dependent
impedance-based voltage

shifts during
tribocorrosion of

Ti-6Al-4V biomaterials

An area-dependent Randle’s circuit is used with the
tribocorrosion current equation. The potential drop

over time depends on the surface impedance
characteristics, the area of the electrode, the material

and the mechanical conditions, giving rise to the
oxide film abrasion. It accounts for the effects of

oxide film onset potential, the voltage dependence
of the oxide film properties and repassivation, and

galvanic effects. The model also incorporated
voltage-dependent circuit elements such as the Tafel
and the Mott–Schottky elements to account for the

changes in these properties with voltage.

Experiments use titanium
pin-on-disc fretting

corrosion
[101,102]

Modelling nanostructured
metallic multilayers

A finite element (FE)-based computational model
and density functional theory (DFT) calculations.

Nanomechanical and
electrochemical

measurements were
coupled with advanced

material
characterization tools.

[109]

Multiphysics modeling
and uncertainty
quantification of
tribocorrosion in
aluminum alloys

Finite element-based multiphysics model. Two
surrogate models, Gaussian process and neural

network with dropout, were used for uncertainty
quantification of the finite element model.

Validated by existing
tribocorrosion

experiments of two
Al alloys

[97]

Tribocorrosion of CoCr
Alloy and Ti with

Galvanic Coupling in
Simulated Body Fluid

Numerical simulation of current density
distributions conducted with COMSOL

Multiphysics 5.3 software
Experimental results [106]

Modelling Current
Transients in a Reciprocal

Motion Tribocorrosion
Experiment

Kinetics for interface-limited film growth were used
to find an analytical expression for the current

transients. This included the conductivity of the
electrolyte as well as the contribution from the

confined geometry within the mechanical contact.

Good experimental fit
over a range of electrolyte

conductivities and with
electrochemical

impedance spectroscopy

[110]

Growth mechanism and
repassivation kinetic

determinations on
stainless steel under
sliding: Role of the

solution pH and dissolved
oxygen concentration

Higher wear rates were measured in low pH and
aerated solution. Temporal analysis of the transients

showed faster passivation of the wear track in
acidic solution.

The degradation rate was
correlated to the

passivation kinetic.
[111]

Machine Learning Model
to Map Tribocorrosion

Regimes in Feature Space

Unsupervised machine learning is used to identify
and label clusters from tribocorrosion data. The

clusters are used to train a support vector
classification model, which is used to generate

tribocorrosion maps.

The generated maps are
compared with those from

the literature.
[115]

Applicability of a recently
proposed tribocorrosion
model for CoCr alloys

with different
carbide content

Dowson model for mechanical and electrochemical
wear [119]

Validated by tests on
Stellite 6 and Stellite 21 [100]
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Table 2. Cont.

Model Technique Validation Ref.

Fully Coupled
Tribocorrosion Simulation
Method for Anchor Chain,

Considering
Mechano-Electrochemical

Interaction

Fortran model, where both stress-accelerated
corrosion and corrosion-accelerated wear can be

considered to predict the time-variant
damage morphology.

Simulation results were
compared to

theoretical values.
[108]

Modelling the
multi-degradation

mechanisms of combined
tribocorrosion interacting

with static and cyclic
loaded surfaces of passive

metals exposed
to seawater

Model coupling corrosion fatigue (CF) and stress
corrosion cracking (SCC) mechanisms. The

multi-degradation model is based on surface
hardness and corrosion resistance.

Further experiments
needed to validate model [107]

4. Environmental Effects on Tribocorrosion

The influence of tribocorrosion on a diverse set of applications, such as biomedical
implants, marine equipment, and machinery components, has been extensively studied.
Especially in recent years, research has been further exacerbated by the increasing number
of applications and their deployment in harsh environmental conditions. In this section,
we will provide an overview of the challenges of tribocorrosion in these applications and
discuss the potential of coatings as solutions to mitigate its effects.

4.1. pH (Non-Bio and Marine)

Careful and systematic tests on model and engineering bulk surfaces in different
environments show the direction the field should take for coated sample testing, although
results show the importance of surface oxide or passive films on the tribocorrosion perfor-
mance of these bulk materials. Wahl, for example, looked at the tribocorrosion behavior
of 2205 duplex stainless steel in 0.6 M NaCl and 0.6 M Na2SO4 under reciprocating wear.
She found that the presence of aggressive chloride (Cl−) ions enhanced material loss at
applied anodic potentials within the passive regime for this material. Sliding wear in
0.6 M NaCl increased the amount of material loss by 23%–36% compared to experiments
in 0.6 M Na2SO4. Wear-induced corrosion was also promoted by the presence of Cl− at
600 and 800 mVSCE, where attack occurred predominately in the ferrite phase and at the
ferrite/austenite boundary. Ming Lui studied the tribocorrosion behavior of 304 stainless
steel in dilute sulfuric acid and in distilled water using a reciprocating sliding. Damage
was caused by micro-cutting and synergism, caused by corrosive embrittlement of the
surface layer and damage to the passivation film, causing galvanic corrosion. Liwen Tan
reports the tribocorrosion behavior and degradation mechanisms of 316L stainless steel in
four industrial corrosion media under potentiostatic control. Unusually, under cathodic
protection in NaOH solution, corrosive reactions still occurred, and coupled with wear, led
to abnormally high material loss.

Mohsen Feyzi, on the other hand, looked at the tribocorrosion behavior of Ti-6Al-4V
alloy and the kinematics of repassivation in buffered saline solution under reciprocating
motion between 1 and 15 Hz. Volume loss was maximum at 5 Hz, with a subsequent
reduction when increased to 15 Hz. Compared to the total and corrosion losses, mechanical
losses showed significant variation with frequency and complex interactions between the
normal force and frequency. These findings are contradictory to the general understanding
of an increase in the total loss with increasing frequency, i.e., Archard-like behavior. B-B
Zhang studied the influence of the solution pH on the tribocorrosion behavior of nickel
aluminum bronze (NAB) rubbing against Al2O3 using a pin-on-disc tribometer equipped
with a potentiostat. The results show that a high pH solution increases corrosion and
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gives rise to accelerated material loss. The NAB oxidation process was driven by the
dissolution of KII phase at a pH below 4.2, whereas its anodic behavior was dominated
by the preferential corrosion attack of copper-rich α-phase within the α + KIII eutectoid
when the pH was higher than 4.2. The study found that the pure mechanical and corrosion-
accelerated wear was due to delamination and abrasive wear processes.

In a related area, Neville addressed the tribochemical phenomena involved in micro-
pitting in tribocorrosion systems where different levels of dissolved water are present in a
model lubricant [120]. The tribochemical change of the reaction films was studied by X-Ray
Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS), which confirmed that the (poly)phosphate chain length
and tribofilm thickness are reduced with increased dissolved-water levels.

In the literature, studies on tribocorrosion involving NaCl solutions are extensively
reported. The effects of nanoscale chemical heterogeneity on the wear, corrosion and
tribocorrosion resistance of ZrCuNiAl thin-film metallic glasses were investigated by
Wenbo Wang, who found the tribocorrosion resistance of heter-Zr samples to be better than
that of homo-Zr samples [121]. Furthermore, examinations of the behavior of uncoated
substrates, such as stainless steel, titanium alloys and aluminum alloys, in NaCl solutions
yielded consistent results across a range of studies, without presenting any notably unique
findings [122–128].

Hesham Mraied showed that alloying aluminum with manganese in a super-saturated
solid solution enhances both the wear resistance of aluminum and the protectiveness of
its passive layer, thereby significantly improving its overall tribocorrosion resistance in a
0.6M NaCl solution. Higher Mn content increased the ratio of hardness to elastic modulus
(H/E) and promoted the formation of a denser and more compact passive film, hence
improving the tribocorrosion resistance of Al. In particular, alloying with 20.5 at% Mn led
to a 10-fold increase in corrosion resistance and an 8-fold increase in hardness compared to
pure Al. Interestingly, the authors developed a simple galvanic cell model to investigate
the depassivation–repassivation kinetics during tribocorrosion and found that alloying
with 5.2at%Mn led to more than a 10-fold reduction in the current density required to
re-passivate similar worn areas generated with pure Al [126].

Kossman’s study [127] assessed the tribocorrosion properties of 316L stainless steel
with three industrial surface finishes: passivation (SSO), electropolishing-passivation
(SSEP), and micro-undulation (SSM) mechano-chemical, in NaCl solution [129]. The results
showed that the SSEP treatment increased chemical wear due to its passive film’s proper-
ties; the micro-undulated SSM surface decreased contact area and enhanced lubrication,
improving tribocorrosion resistance.

Wahl studied the correlation between increasing material loss rates and damage to the
protective oxide layer in passivating alloys under tribocorrosion in an electrochemical cell.
The findings indicated that sliding mechanical contact under anodic potentials within the
passive oxide region led to pitting corrosion and localized increases in electrochemical cell
current, particularly in chromium-depleted secondary austenite phases.

Yue Zhang et al. looked at the tribocorrosion behavior of stainless steel 304 in chloride-
containing solutions with different alkalinity [130]. They suggest corrosion was accelerated
due to the formation of galvanic couples between the mechanical depassivated areas
and the surrounding passivated areas. Both the friction coefficient and total material
loss decreased with increasing pH, with pure mechanical and corrosion-accelerated wear,
including abrasion and delamination, being among the main reasons for material loss.
Jingyi Zou looked at 316L stainless steel in 0.1 mol/L NaOH alkaline solution to investigate
the synergism between wear and corrosion [131]. Larger material loss was found at a
cathodic potential of −0.8 V, and lower material loss at anodic potential, when compared
with that under pure wear conditions. The formation of tribo-films with different properties
at different potentials was responsible for this performance. The tribo-film formed at −0.8 V
had the highest oxygen content and was very brittle. By contrast, the tribo-films formed at
anodic potentials were more complete, and the oxygen content was much lower; thus, they
were more ductile and could better protect the stainless steel from wear.
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Long Xin studied the fretting of Inconel 690TT in NaOH (pH = 9.8) and showed that
when normal force increased from 15 to 30 N, fretting was in the gross slip regime (GSR),
and wear volume gradually increased [132]. When normal force increased further to 45 N,
wear volume significantly decreased due to the fretting changing to the partial slip regime
(PSR). Fretting wear broke the passive film at the contacting surface, which caused the
worn surface to be more active and prone to corrosion. However, the broken passive film
was quickly repaired in subsequent oxidation. The damage and repair of the passive film
was found to be strongly dependent on normal force. In GSR, increasing force aggravated
the damage, while in PSR, the passive film was not easily damaged.

Junxiao Du studied the tribocorrosion behavior of pure nickel in citrate buffer solution
at pH 4.5 [133]. The results show that the wear of nickel was higher in the passive domain
due to wear-accelerated corrosion (∆Wc) compared to that in the cathodic domain. Surpris-
ingly, both alumina and zirconia counter-faces were worn by the nickel in the tribocorrosion
condition under passive potentials as well as in the dry condition. However, in the cathodic
domain, negligible wear was observed on the alumina and zirconia balls. The formation of
mixed nickel and aluminum/zirconium oxides was proposed as the wear mechanism of
alumina and zirconia.

Espallargas reports on the tribocorrosion of overlay-welded Ni–Cr 625 alloy sliding
against alumina in 0.5 M H2SO4 and 0.5 M HNO3 solutions [134]. The tribocorrosion
behavior of the alloy in sulfuric acid was found to be similar to that of stainless steels
reported in other studies, with much lower wear at cathodic potential compared to passive
conditions. However, the behavior in nitric acid was highly influenced by the reduction of
nitric acid at the electrode–electrolyte interface. This reaction leads to the oxidation of the
alloy even at cathodic potential.

4.2. Biomedical Sectors

The exponential growth of the aging population has resulted in a significant increase
in the use of orthopedic prostheses [135] and dental implants [136] to maintain both quality
of life and active lifestyles [137]. Tribocorrosion in biomedical applications presents a
significant challenge, largely due to the exposure of implants to body fluids and electrolytes
at moderate temperatures and to complex, high mechanical stresses [138].

For instance, the environment in the oral cavity is marked high acidity, diverse bacterial
interactions, and recurrent mechanical stresses during mastication. In the context of hip
and knee joints, the load and frequency of movement can influence wear patterns and
the rate of corrosion. Such exposure, in combination with tribocorrosion phenomena
that occur when the implant comes into contact with other surfaces such as bone or
cartilage [139], can lead to implant failure, tissue damage, inflammation, reduced mobility
and pain for patients [16]. Over recent decades, there has been a rise in the incidence of
failure and clinical issues associated with prosthetic dental and orthopedic implants [140].
Particularly, dental implant failures are around 1%–20% [141], whereas for orthopedic
implants, this number is higher than 35% [142]. Adding to the concern, wear debris with
sizes ranging from nanometric to micrometric dimensions can enter the circulatory system
and accumulate in cells, lungs and osteoblasts [143].

Metallic biomaterials have played a crucial role in the development of medical im-
plants, which constitute approximately 70%–80% of all implanted materials [144]. The
material options are constrained by biocompatibility; the most common biomedical materi-
als include stainless steel, cobalt-based alloys and titanium-based alloys [145]. Each of these
materials has unique properties, with some being more suitable for specific applications
than others. Stainless steel metal implants, with their high availability and low cost, are
commonly used for total hip replacement stems and bone-fixation tools such as nails,
screws, and fracture plates [146]. CoCr28Mo6, more commonly known as CoCrMo, has
historically been the preferred material in the design of medical implants. However, its
use in permanent implants is currently restricted due to the prolonged release of Co, Cr
and Ni ions [147]; it should be noted that concerns have been raised about the potential
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release of elements (Co, Cr and Ni) from these materials into the body causing allergic
reactions in patients [148]. Commercially pure titanium (cpTi) and Ti-6Al-4V are commonly
used in bone fusion, bone fixation and joint arthroplasty, both of which give clinical suc-
cess rates of up to 99% at 10 years [149]. The utilization of titanium in the production
of dental implants is largely due to its exceptional biocompatibility, chemical inertness,
suitable mechanical properties and outstanding clinical performance, alongside its ability
to form a natural protective oxide layer known as TiO2 [150]. This protective oxide film,
ranging from 1.5 to 10 nm in thickness, is credited with providing titanium’s excellent
corrosion resistance [151]. Nonetheless, there are numerous factors, such as surface friction
and scratches incurred during implant placement, which can compromise this protective
coating [152]. Furthermore, there is evidence to suggest that concentrations of titanium
exceeding 13 ppm can precipitate necrosis in epithelial cells and heighten the vulnerability
of peri-implant mucosa epithelial cells to microorganisms [153]. Additionally, the elements
vanadium (V) and aluminum (Al) have been implicated in various neurological disorders,
including Alzheimer’s disease [154].

Therefore, the primary challenge in ensuring the durability and functionality of these
biomedical devices is balancing tribocorrosion management with optimal biocompatibility.
In response, various research initiatives are developing specialized coatings to improve
the structural, tribological and electrochemical properties of these materials to address
and mitigate potential health risks. The coated implants currently available on the market
are ZrO2-coated Zr (Smith and Nephew), TiN-coated CoCr or Ti6Al4V (Implantcast, Link
orthopaedic), TiNbN-coated CoCr (OHST medical technology) and TiN-coated Ti6Al4V
(Endotec) [16]. Recent studies on coating techniques for 316L and Ti-6Al-4V alloys have
shown promising results in enhancing material properties. Laser cladding of 316L with
one to three layers of Fe-based amorphous material resulted in a microstructure evolution
from primary FCC to BCC with increasing layers, leading to increased hardness. No-
tably, a two-layered coating was found to be the most effective [155]. This finding was
echoed in another study with 1–12 layers, where again the two-layered coating showed
optimal performance [156]. In contrast, arc-spraying of 316L with Fe-based amorphous
material demonstrated improved tribocorrosion resistance compared to uncoated 316L SS,
particularly during sliding wear in PBS and NaCl solutions [157].

Table 3 provides a summary of various other techniques tested in bio-environments.

4.2.1. Dental

Dental implants, serving as artificial dental roots, are surgically placed into either the
upper or lower jawbone, with the advantage of not affecting adjacent healthy teeth. The
success rate of these implants is impressive, ranging from 90% to 96.5% [158]. Nevertheless,
the increasing demand for dental implants, coupled with the evolving needs of patients,
underscores the need for continuous improvement in implant technologies to reduce
rejection and replace failed implants [86].

A primary cause of dental implant failure is tribocorrosion, a process that can hasten
the deterioration of implant components. This issue is particularly critical in biomedical
fields, where implant failures not only impair function but also risk patient health due
to the release of harmful wear products. Tribocorrosion is triggered by various factors,
including mastication, saliva, pH changes and temperature variations, leading to damage
at the implant interfaces [4]. Dental implants are continuously exposed to a moist environ-
ment, making them susceptible to corrosion and microbial colonization throughout their
lifespan [159].

Specifically, three interfaces in dental implants are prone to fretting corrosion (see
Figure 15): the connections between the crown and abutment, the abutment and implant,
and the implant and bone. The repetitive loading from biting and chewing can disrupt
protective films on these interfaces, accelerating corrosion [160]. This type of damage,
caused by micromotion, is known as fretting corrosion [4].
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Coating technology plays a crucial role in enhancing implant performance. Richard et al.
investigated coatings of nano-ZrO2 and Al2O3-13 wt% TiO2 on titanium, finding im-
proved wear and corrosion resistance [162]. One study explored the coating of variously
treated titanium substrates with titanium dioxide (TiO2) films using Low-Pressure Metal
Organic Chemical Vapor Deposition (MOCVD), revealing that substrate morphology sig-
nificantly influences the crystalline structure, wettability, ion release, electrochemical be-
havior, tribocorrosion performance and nano-mechanical properties of TiO2 coatings, with
sandblasted/acid-etched coated Ti substrates showing the most promising functional
properties for dental implant fabrication [163]. Additionally, TiN coatings have gained
popularity in dentistry due to their biological properties, such as reducing the release of
harmful ions and providing an aesthetic golden color [164].

Alves and co-authors focused on enhancing the tribocorrosion behavior of titanium
alloys used in dental implants, particularly from 2013 to 2022. Initial studies on Cp-Ti
highlighted the advantages of Plasma Electrolytic Oxidation (PEO) and anodic treatment
in enhancing substrate performance through varied surface topographies and compo-
sitions [165,166]. Subsequent research expanded to include the anodic treatment of Ti-
6Al-4V and cp-Ti surfaces, leading to the development of nanotubular structures and
porous designs that significantly improved tribocorrosion resistance [167]. From 2018 to
2021, the effects of electrolyte composition in the Micro-Arc Oxidation (MAO) process
on cp-Ti and Ti-6Al-4V were studied. These studies highlighted how the addition of
bio-active elements (Ca and P) optimized the tribocorrosion behavior, surface hardness
and microstructure [168–171]. For the Ti40Nb alloy, a two-step anodic treatment and heat
treatment were employed to develop a TiO2-based nanotubular surface with improved
adhesion, further enhanced by the addition of an extra oxide layer from a fluoride-free
electrolyte [172]. Building on that, studies conducted on the Ti-40Nb + TiN and Ti-25Nb-
5Fe + TiN alloys revealed that the incorporation of TiN reinforcement, coupled with
bio-functionalization, led to substantial improvements in hardness and microstructure as
well as the formation of a strongly adhered anatase-rutile TiO2-based nanotubular layer,
significantly boosting both corrosion and tribocorrosion behaviors [173,174]. Apart from
the comprehensive studies by Alves, other researchers have also explored the techniques
of PEO and MAO on Ti-6Al-4V substrates. For example, Garcia-Cabezón in Spain demon-
strated that PEO–Ca/P coatings on these substrates offer enhanced performance due to a
higher rutile-to-anatase ratio and smoother surface [175]. Similarly, in China, You Zuo’s
research indicated that increasing the voltage in MAO coatings adjusts the rutile-to-anatase
ratio [176] and incorporating graphene oxide particles notably improves tribocorrosion re-
sistance [177]. Binbin He’s study further emphasized the effectiveness of CuxO-containing
PEO coatings in significantly reducing mass loss [178]. Examples of PEO-treated dental
screws are shown in Figure 16.
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Among the various coating methods, plasma spray is the predominant technique used
clinically for titanium dental implants. Layers of calcium phosphates, primarily consisting
of hydroxyapatite (HA-Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2) are used to coat metallic implants. This compo-
sition closely mimics the inorganic portion of bone, thereby facilitating osseointegration.
The properties of these coatings, such as porosity and thickness, are critical for facilitating
bone cell differentiation [180]. However, the tribocorrosion performance of these coatings
is rarely discussed.

4.2.2. Joint Prostheses

A critical issue in the failure of hip implants is wear and corrosion, notably in the
metal-on-metal (MoM) design of total hip replacements (THRs), as illustrated in Figure 17.
These MoM implants are adversely affected by tribocorrosion, leading to the production
of unexpectedly high levels of wear and corrosion debris. This release can cause damage
to the bone and tissue surrounding the implant, leading to adverse local tissue reactions
(ALTR) or adverse reactions to metal debris (ARMD). The corrosive internal environment
of the human body exacerbates tribocorrosion, resulting in the formation of pseudo-tumors
around the THR area due to increased wear particles [181]. Additionally, the increased
tribocorrosion reaction in these implants leads to a higher release of metal ions, which can
potentially lead to tumor formation in various body regions, as these ions are transported
through the bloodstream [182]. Reactions such as pain, implant loosening, and device
failure, as well as the subsequent need for revision surgery, which requires the removal and
replacement of faulty implants, have been observed. These issues have prompted responses
from healthcare authorities such as the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) [183].
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The recent literature has documented the occurrence of mixed forms of damage on
retrieved hip implants, including wear, corrosion and fretting corrosion [4]. This damage
is primarily observed in two critical areas: the sliding corrosion at the femoral head and
acetabulum bearings, and the fretting corrosion at the taper junction connecting the femoral
head to the stem [185]. Clinically, the modular junction between the hip implant’s neck
and head is susceptible to micromotions, typically in the range of 5–15 µm, as cited in
studies [186,187]. These micromotions within the corrosive biological environment can
induce fretting corrosion, potentially leading to implant loosening and the formation of
harmful degradation products [4]. Current research efforts are predominantly focused on
coatings applied on bearing surfaces to reduce wear and corrosion, particularly for solving
the sliding corrosion problems.

Regarding titanium nitride-coated hip implants, Harman et al. [188] and Raimondi
and Pietrabissa [189] documented the failure of these implants when paired with UHMWPE
liners. Their respective studies revealed significant degradation in the coatings of implants
retrieved after short usage periods. Specifically, Harman et al. identified delamination and
adhesive wear, whereas Raimondi and Pietrabissa observed a saw-toothed degradation
pattern and heightened surface roughness on the coatings, factors that were associated
with increased material loss from the UHMWPE liners.

It is important to recognize that the wear behavior in human hip joint differs signifi-
cantly from the reciprocating sliding wear seen in hip simulators, incorporating diverse
motion paths, resting periods and strokes. The risk of sudden fractures, especially with the
brittle nature of ceramic materials, is a significant concern. There have been unsuccessful
introductions to the market, such as DLC-coated implants. This was reflected in a clinical
study by Taeger et al., which specifically compared the performance of DLC coatings on
CoCrMo femoral heads with alumina-oxide ceramic heads. Their follow-up investigation
revealed a significant disparity, with DLC-coated implants exhibiting considerably lower
survival rates than their alumina counterparts, mainly due to mechanical failures, par-
ticularly delamination of the coating [190]. In the quest for an ideal coating for medical
implants, ongoing advancements and emerging technologies are bringing this goal within
reach. The significant amount of research in progress offers hope for the future clinical
implementation of various effective combination coatings, likely to significantly improve
patient outcomes [142].

Coating technology remains a valuable method for enhancing resistance against
tribocorrosion, with the caveat that issues such as delamination need to be resolved, and the
gap between in vitro and in vivo study results needs to be narrowed [4]. Moreover, there is
increasing interest in adapting these advanced coating technologies to other applications,
like hip modular-tapers, where fretting-corrosion processes are predominant.

Table 3. Overview of coating techniques applied on different alloys to enhance tribocorrosion resistance.

Substrate Tech Solution Test Findings Ref.

Ti-6Al-4V

Thermal sprayed
Alumina,

Alumina-Zirconia,
Alumina-titania

bovine calf serum
(BCS) OCP

The ceramic coatings primarily suffered from
mechanical wear rather than corrosion.

The nanostructured bilayered IDZAT coating
demonstrated the best performance.

[191]

316L

Dipping
polyurethane

(PU)–polydimethylsiloxane
(PDMS) blended coatings

Ringer’s solution OCP

The wear volume and the friction coefficient of
PU–PDMS coatings decreased with the
increased PU concentration in the blend.

Polymer-coated samples containing up to 50%
PDMS prevented corrosive wear. The

PU25–PDMS75 coating could not protect the
surface due to its weaker
mechanical properties.

[192]

304 Electrodeposition
Co/nano-CeO2

Hank’s solution EIS

The inclusion of nano-CeO2 particles into the
cobalt matrix by electroco-deposition

significantly reduces the friction coefficient,
wear weight loss and corrosion damage.

[193]
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Table 3. Cont.

Substrate Tech Solution Test Findings Ref.

304
PVD

calcium phosphate-calcium
titanate

Hank’s solution Polarization
OCP

Fretting:
Calcium titanate coatings showed reduced

wear of the bone compared to bare stainless
steel, with wear decreasing as the calcium

titanate content increased.
Calcium titanate coatings are potentially more

effective candidate materials than calcium
phosphate coatings for bone tissue

replacement in hip prostheses.

[194]

Ti-6Al-4V
(additive

manufactured)

PVD
TiN

25%(v/v) newborn
bovine serum
(17 g/L total

protein content)
diluted by PBS

OCP

Duplex-TiN coatings were applied on both
ALM and traditionally wrought manufactured
Ti-6Al-4V substrates. The coatings enhanced

hardness (from 3.5 GPa to 14–15 GPa),
improved corrosion resistance and showcased

excellent wear resistance (wear depth of
0.3 µm against a coating thickness of 3–6 µm).
The coated materials displayed the ability to

rapidly recover their protective layer after
wear tests.

[195]

Ti plasma spraying
Ti-6Al-4V-TiB-TiN Hank’s solution PDP

OCP

The tests also revealed domination of
synergistic effects, i.e., corrosion affects wear

more than wear affects corrosion.
Increasing the deposition speed and/or
decreasing the plasma power led to an

increase in mechanical wear and
corrosion loss.

[196]

Ti
double-glow

plasma alloying
Nb

Ringer’s solution OCP DG-Nb wear rate is merely 4.92% of that of
Pure Ti. [197]

Ti, Ti-6Al-4V,
Ti13Nb13Zr

CVDNanocrystalline
diamond (NCD) coatings 9 g/L NaCl OCP

NCD coatings showed promise in corrosion
resistance; their response under combined

wear and corrosion was mixed. Notably, the
occurrence of blistering could hinder the
long-term performance of such implants.

[198]

4.3. Marine and Offshore Sector

Marine equipment faces distinct tribocorrosion challenges, greatly impacted by an
environment characterized by high salinity, low electrical resistivity and continuous me-
chanical stress. These conditions adversely affect a range of materials, including stainless
steel and marine-grade alloys. The situation is exacerbated by the sector’s growth, driven
by global efforts to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. The expansion of offshore energy pro-
duction, encompassing sectors such as oil and gas platforms, deep-sea mining operations,
thermal recovery systems, wind turbines, wave/tidal energy systems and mooring line
installations, intensifies the tribocorrosion challenges faced in these demanding marine en-
vironments. In response to these challenges, there is a concerted effort among governments,
industry experts and researchers. This collaboration focuses on developing new materials,
coatings and monitoring techniques that are robust enough to endure the demanding
conditions of the offshore environment [199,200]. To mitigate these effects and protect these
structures, standards like ISO 12944 and NORSOK M-501 are utilized [201,202]. They help
categorize the corrosivity of offshore installations with classifications like C5-M and Im2
(see Table 4), guiding the implementation of appropriate protective measures [203].
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Table 4. Typical coating systems employed in offshore applications in the different exposure zones
with the desired properties and corrosivity category (ISO 12944) [203].

Exposure Zone Category (ISO 12944) Coating System Desirable Coating Properties

Atmospheric C5-M
Zinc-rich epoxy primer (60–100 µm)

Epoxy intermediate layer (100–120 µm)
Polyurethan topcoat (50–80 µm)

Corrosion-resistant,
Erosion-resistant, anti-icing,

UV-resistant

Splash and tidal C-M and Im2
Two or three epoxy-based coats

(>1000 µm in total)
Polyurethane topcoat (50–80 µm)

Combination of atmospheric and
submerged coatings’ properties

Submerged Im2 Two or three epoxy-based coats
(>450 µm in total)

Corrosion-resistant, antifouling,
wear-resistant

In managing tribocorrosion, the marine and offshore industries must strategically
select coating systems based on the environmental conditions specific to each exposure
zone [204]. Referring to Figure 18, structures within the atmospheric zone require coatings
that deliver resistance to corrosive elements and additional protection against UV radiation
and icing, as indicated by the ISO 12944 C5-M category. In the splash and tidal zones, where
structures are intermittently exposed to both air and seawater, the coatings must embody
a combination of atmospheric and submerged coatings’ properties. For fully submerged
structures, the focus shifts primarily to corrosion resistance, while also incorporating
antifouling and wear-resistant characteristics as necessitated by the Im2 category [203].
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Steel remains a pivotal structural material in offshore settings. To safeguard these
structures against harsh marine environments, significant advancements in protective
coatings have been made. Aiying Wang’s team studied the effectiveness of various PVD
coatings, such as Cr/GLC- and DLC-based variants, in a 3.5 wt% NaCl environment. Their
studies highlighted that while some coatings like TiCx/DLC excel in short-term durabil-
ity due to high hardness, others like Ti-TiCx/DLC offer superior long-term performance
through a balance of hardness and toughness [205–207]. Studies by other researchers have
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demonstrated that PVD coatings exhibit diverse performances under both stationary and
dynamic conditions. These studies highlight that certain coatings provide enhanced resis-
tance to wear and corrosion, showcasing the range of effectiveness these coatings can offer
in different environmental scenarios [208–212]. The effectiveness of these coatings is also
influenced by the substrate material, as seen in studies involving different steel types with
PVD CrCN coatings [213]. Additionally, coatings like CrN and Cr/CrCN on steel have been
observed to alter wear mechanisms depending on environmental conditions, highlighting
the importance of coating composition [214,215]. Innovations in coatings such as Ti, TiSiC,
TiSiCN, AlFeCrNiMo and W-doped DLC have been shown to improve wear resistance
and durability [216,217]. Moreover, nanocomposite structures like TiSiN-Cu and CrN/AlN
coatings provide enhanced mechanical properties and resistance, proving beneficial in
corrosive environments [218,219]. Moreover, plasma nitriding before PVD coating can
significantly enhance the corrosion and tribocorrosion resistance of steels, making them
suitable for marine applications [220]. In addition to PVD, there have been significant
advancements in Thermally Sprayed Aluminum (TSA) coatings, which have markedly
enhanced their capability to protect steel structures in offshore environments. Compos-
ite coatings of TSA with Al2O3 particles have lower wear rates and friction coefficients
than pure Al coatings [221]. The integration of the Plasma Electrolytic Oxidation (PEO)
technique into TSA coatings has led to the development of a robust TSA/PEO duplex
coating. Extensively tested for sliding wear, electrochemical corrosion, and tribocorrosion
in synthetic seawater, it shows enhanced durability and resistance in harsh marine envi-
ronments [222]. Ceramic materials are traditionally favored for their wear and corrosion
resistance but are limited by brittleness. This has led to the innovation of Ti-C-N coatings,
which balance hardness with toughness, addressing the brittleness issue [223]. Comple-
menting these, metal-ceramic coatings applied via High-Velocity Oxygen Fuel (HVOF)
spraying techniques are particularly effective for deep-sea equipment, where conventional
oil lubrication is insufficient. Coatings such as WC-based variants offer high hardness and
wear resistance, effectively tackling the multifaceted tribocorrosion challenges in marine
settings [224]. Further details on other studies are provided in Table 5.

Titanium, often termed “Ocean Metal”, is renowned for its light weight, high strength
and exceptional corrosion resistance, particularly against saltwater and marine atmospheric
conditions. This makes it an ideal material for marine engineering, marking it as a pivotal
material in this field. Kuptsov deposited TiC/C coatings on Ti substrate using electro-spark
deposition (ESD). By altering electrode polarity and pulse energy, control over the carbon
content, microstructure and phase composition of the modified Ti layer was achieved.
The results show coatings with an upper graphite layer exhibited low friction and high
corrosion resistance in saltwater [225]. Recent research towards coatings for titanium
alloy substrates, particularly Ti-6Al-4V, has solidified its status as one of the key materials
in marine engineering, being especially suitable for light marine equipment. Extensive
research on PVD CrMoSiCN and CrMoSiN coatings for Ti-6Al-4V alloys was conducted
by Zhou. The author discovered that these coatings exhibited varying tribocorrosion
behaviors, which were influenced by the Ag target current. The study revealed that with
an increase in the Ag current, the tribocorrosion mechanisms of CrMoSiCN/Ag coatings
shifted, highlighting different wear resistance levels under varying conditions [226–229].
Different PVD coatings like TiAlCN and TiSiN/Ag were studied by Li, including nitrided
TiSiCN. This research demonstrated that annealing could enhance the corrosion resistance
and reduce the friction of TiSiN and TiSiN/Ag coatings. The studies also revealed that the
carbon content in the TiSiCN coating significantly influenced its tribocorrosion properties,
with its nanocomposite structure and graphitization effects playing a crucial role in wear
reduction [230–235].

The exploration of advanced coating technologies in the marine sector is a pivotal
response to its unique tribocorrosion challenges, reflecting the evolving needs and dy-
namic solutions being developed. This comprehensive review highlights the industry’s
commitment to enhancing the durability and performance of marine structures and ma-
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chinery, from adopting robust coatings like Thermally Sprayed Aluminum (TSA) to using
innovative materials like titanium alloys. The strategic selection of these coatings, tai-
lored to specific environmental exposures and operational requirements, is crucial for
both static and dynamic marine components. Static components, such as hull plates, deck
structures and anchoring systems, require coatings with strong anti-corrosive properties
and enhanced wear resistance due to their continuous exposure to seawater and marine
sediments. Conversely, dynamic components like propeller blades, rudder hinges and
winches necessitate coatings that not only resist wear and corrosion but also reduce friction
to maintain operational efficiency. This specialized approach, driven by ongoing research
and collaborative efforts across academia and industry, is vital for ensuring the functionality
and longevity of marine machinery. It embodies a dedicated strategy to overcome the
multifaceted challenges of marine engineering, ensuring that structures and equipment
can withstand the harsh marine environment while fostering sustainable and efficient
offshore operations.

Table 5. Overview of coating techniques used on marine equipment for tribocorrosion resistance.

Substrate Tech Interlayer Solution Tests Findings Ref.

AISI 1045 PVD
Cr/CrN Nitrided 3.5 wt%

NaCl
OCP,
PDP

A clear synergy effect of over 30%
between friction and corrosion; the
synergy effect is caused by the fact
that corrosion processes create local

cavities which, at successive time
intervals, are most likely to intensify

mechanical wear. The area around the
cavities facilitates plastic deformation,
the initiation of cracking of cyclically
deformed layers and the tearing off of

larger fragments of material
(especially at higher unit pressures in

the frictional contact zones).

[236]

316L, TC4, and
H65 copper

PVD
Si-Doped
TiSiN-Ag

artificial
seawater OCP, PDP

TiSiN-Ag composite coatings with 8
wt.% Si doping exhibit superior
characteristics. These coatings’

network structure effectively hinders
the generation and growth of cracks.
Si doping content can help mitigate

the presence of defects such as
pinholes and cracks.

[237]

Ti-6Al-4V

W-DLC
CrN + a-C:H:W

HVOF
Cr3C2 in Ni/Cr

Ion
implantation

nitriding

artificial
seawater

OCP,
PDP

The ion implantation treatment on
Ti6Al4V substrate yielded the best

static corrosion resistance.
The W-DLC-coated Ti6Al4V substrate
exhibited the most stable and lowest
friction, leading to a commendable

wear and corrosion resistance in
artificial seawater.

Both the HVOF coating- and ion
implantation-treated substrates had

noticeable crack initiation, increasing
susceptibility to localized corrosion.

[238]

F22 steel
Thermal spray

Fe-based
amorphous

artificial
seawater

OCP,
PDP

Synergy effect: Wear-induced material
loss (W) is the major material damage

under the current
experimental conditions.

Seawater aided in lubrication and
reducing friction.

[239]
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Table 5. Cont.

Substrate Tech Interlayer Solution Tests Findings Ref.

SS316 Thermal spray
WC/Ni60

artificial
seawater

The WC phases in the coating help
resist wear, while the Ni-based

materials improve
corrosion resistance.

[240]

SS316
Laser cladding

titanium
carbonitride

3 M NaCl
saturated
solution

OCP, PDP

316L laser claddings reinforced with
titanium carbonitride grains

improved tribocorrosion performance
by over 10-fold in certain conditions.

The optimized addition of
(Ti,Mo)(C,N)-Ni powder led to

homogeneously distributed
reinforcements, enhancing durability.

Inappropriate quantities of
(Ti,Mo)(C,N)-Ni powder can cause

either high agglomerations or
uneven dispersion.

[241]

SS304

High-Intensity
Pulsed Ion

Beam (HIPIB)
CrN/TiN

3.5 wt%
NaCl OCP

Coated surfaces present excellent
tribocorrosion properties in seawater,

showcasing a high open circuit
potential, low coefficient of friction
and low specific tribocorrosion rate,
all without pitting corrosion due to

the high surface integrity, stable
interfaces and dense microstructure.

[242]

R4 mooring
chain

pack
cementation
method FeAl

3.5 wt%
NaCl

OCP,
PDP

Improved corrosion resistance was
offered by the aluminized coating,
with the oxide layer on the surface

playing a key role in this
improvement. However, its wear
resistance decreased due to the

presence of brittle phases.

[243]

5. Conclusions and Future Challenges

Surface design often must consider wear, friction and corrosion rates, which often have
antagonistic relationships and involve complicated interactions between multiple mecha-
nisms at different scale lengths within tribocorrosion contacts. However, the tribologically
induced stresses can create damage propagation and accelerate corrosion either within the
coating or at the coating–substrate interface. Any crack systems in the coating or porosity
allow the environment to permeate into the coating and eventually to the coating/substrate
interface, accelerating substrate corrosion and coating disbondment and often causing early
failure or poor performance.

This review has highlighted the role of stress as a driver for damage processes and
the need to understand the stress fields induced under sliding or rolling contacts. Stress
and dynamic loadings are shown to enhance both wear and corrosion and, therefore,
tribocorrosion. The environment (pH and temperature) is also shown to have a strong
influence on tribocorrosion performance. Experiments should monitor and report on the
key factors listed in Figure 1 (surface film, recovery, composition, environment, friction
and wear, microstructural changes both on the surface and subsurface, roughness changes,
occurrence of electrochemical reaction(s) and so on). This would allow a more generic
understanding across the very diverse set of coatings and surface modification techniques
being investigated.

Coating solutions being developed for tribocorrosion applications include a whole
range of Ni-based electrodeposited coatings, hard and tough coatings and high impedance
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coatings such as PECVD N and Si-doped diamond. Hybrid and multilayered coatings
are also being used to control damage penetration into the coating (to increase toughness)
and to manage stresses. A particular focus involves the combination of various treatment
techniques. For example, the use of surface treatment methods such as Plasma Electrolytic
Oxidation (PEO) alongside deposition techniques is gaining momentum.

In biomedical applications, the development and utilization of coated implants have
gained significant traction. The market currently offers a diverse range of these implants,
featuring advanced coatings such as Titanium Nitride (TiN), Titanium Niobium Nitride
(TiNbN), Zirconium Nitride (ZrN) and surface-treated Zirconium, which results in an
oxidized surface layer (ZrOx). Additionally, a wide array of candidate materials is under
active research, including carbon-based, silicon nitride and chromium nitride, as well as
Titanium-based (Ti-based), Zirconium-based (Zr-based), Tantalum-based (Ta-based), and
alumina-based coatings. However, a notable discrepancy is seen between the outcomes
of simulator tests and actual in vivo (clinical) usage of these coatings. In several instances,
coatings that have successfully passed rigorous laboratory testing have failed to demon-
strate similar performance in clinical settings. A case in point is the introduction and
subsequent market withdrawal of Diamond-Like Carbon (DLC)-coated implants. Such
instances raise serious concerns, as the failure of coatings within the body can lead to severe
complications. This situation highlights the urgent need for more reliable and realistic
testing methods.

Global interest in marine research is increasing, with recent notable contributions
from a diverse set of countries, including China. In this field, thermal spray techniques
have become particularly valuable. For example, aluminum coatings are being used
on submerged components and often post-deposition treated with an organic sealant.
Additionally, Thermally Sprayed Carbide Coatings, known for their high hardness and
wear resistance, are widely employed, offering enhanced corrosion resistance. Research
in this area frequently adopts a trial-and-error methodology, adapting techniques from
other applications. Recent advances have also seen the use of thin-film techniques, such as
Diamond-Like Carbon (DLC) and Nitride coatings, applied via Physical Vapor Deposition
(PVD). However, it remains crucial to recognize the distinct and challenging nature of the
marine environment in these applications for thin-film technologies.

The review has also shown the importance of the microstructure, the active phases
that are dissolved and the role of surface films and their composition (oxide or passive)
in tribocorrosion performance which, although discovered for bulk materials, is equally
applicable to coating performance. New techniques reveal the response of surfaces to
tribocorrosion (i.e., scanning electrochemical microscopy).

Modelling tribocorrosion has yet to embrace the full range of coatings and the fact
that some coatings/environments result in reduced wear and thus are antagonistic rather
than synergistic. The actual synergistic/antagonistic mechanisms are not well understood,
making tribocorrosion difficult to model. These interactions need to be fully understood to
enable modelling to advance. Other areas that need to be included are the role of debris in
the contact, temperature/flash temperature, areal roughness evolution, the chemistry of ox-
ides and corrosion reactions, complete and partial film removal and growth rates, porosity
and defects, microstructural and compositional evolution, selective phase corrosion attack,
environmental changes in the interface, strain hardening/phase transformations, material
transfer between mating surfaces, the porosity of coating and subsequent permeation of
electrolytes to the coating–substrate interface, interfacial corrosion/cathodic disbondment,
galvanic coating–substrate interactions, the role of corrosion products and intrinsic residual
and surface stresses. Also, repassivation or oxidation rates are often unknown, hamper-
ing prediction of tribocorrosion, and the Archard is often applied without evidence that
Archard is applicable.

A significant challenge in the field is the lack of overarching design principles. The
application of coating processes is quite varied, making it challenging to form a general
understanding. The diversity in testing methods as well as the assessment and characteri-
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zation of the tribocorrosion components and mechanisms makes it difficult to compare the
performance of different coatings and therefore coating selection. The diversity in coating
types and compositions further complicates the development of a generic understanding.
An often-overlooked aspect is the cost–benefit analysis to facilitate the transition of scientific
research into practical industrial applications, which also hinders the uptake of research
outcomes into businesses.

Moreover, several factors still require thorough investigation, such as the effects of
cyclic-loading stress. There is also a need to ensure that coatings developed in laboratories
are effective when used in service. Variability in coatings from different production batches
poses a challenge; thus, addressing issues of repeatability and reproducibility is critical for
consistent quality assurance in coating applications.

Funding: This research received no external funding.

Conflicts of Interest: The authors declare no conflict of interest.

Abbreviation

a-C Amorphous carbon
ALTR adverse local tissue reactions
AP aluminum phosphate
ARMD adverse reactions to metal debris
CBPCC chemically bonded phosphate ceramic coating
CF corrosion fatigue
CVD Chemical Vapor Deposition
DLC Diamond-Like Carbon
EIS Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy
ESD electro-spark deposition
FDA Food and Drug Administration
GSR gross slip regime
H/E hardness to elastic modulus
HA hydroxyapatite
HEA High-entropy alloy
HVOF High-Velocity Oxygen Fuel
IBAD Ion Beam-Assisted Deposition
MAO Micro-Arc Oxidation
MOCVD Metal Organic Chemical Vapor Deposition
MoM metal-on-metal
NAB nickel aluminum bronze
OCP open circuit potential
PAE pulsed arc evaporation
PDMS polydimethylsiloxane
PDP Potentiodynamic Polarization
PECVD plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition
PEO Plasma Electrolytic Oxidation
PU polyurethane
PVP polyurethane and polyvinylpyrrolidone
PWRs Pressurized Water Reactors
SCC stress corrosion cracking
THR total hip replacement
TO Thermal Oxidation
TSA Thermally Sprayed Aluminum
UCFT ultrasonic cold forging technology
UHMWPE Ultra-High Molecular Weight Polyethylene
UNSM Ultrasonic nanocrystal surface modification
XPS X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy
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